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Swift EROR Agreement Activation
Within 24 hours of discovering the leak, the operator 

activated their EROR agreement with TDW, prompting HT&P 

crews and technology to quickly be mobilized. Equipment and 

crews arrived on-scene 3 days after the shipment left TDW 

facilities.

The characteristics of an EROR agreement mitigate 

the consequences of failure by preparing for a disastrous 

scenario. They could include any or all of the following:

• Stocking of essential fittings to cover all system pipe 

• diameters 

• All HT&P equipment necessary to perform a double 

• STOPPLE® operation with a bypass

• Welder qualifications

• Strategic mobilization locations and mobilization plan

• Equipment storage, maintenance and repair

• Complete training and readiness drills

While pipeline leaks are rare, every loss of containment 

mandates a swift and safe emergency response. When 

an international arm of a critical North American crude oil 

pipeline began leaking, the operator moved quickly to shut 

down the system. Their fast reaction contained the leak to 

43 barrels. Although the quick response prevented severe 

human and environmental damage, the daily delivery quota 

of the line—590,000 barrels—was seriously hampered as 

product flow was restricted. Hot tapping & plugging (HT&P) 

services were required to repair the 30-inch line quickly to 

avoid incurring heavy financial losses. With each passing 

hour, revenues were sacrificed.

The operator called on global solutions provider T.D. 

Williamson (TDW), with whom it had an emergency response 

& operational readiness (EROR) agreement, to perform an 

isolation on the line so that it could be reinstated to service 

as quickly as possible.
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Isolation with STOPPLE® Technology
With all equipment deployed, TDW technicians 

immediately began isolating the pipeline to create a safe 

work environment for repairs. Third-party contractors 

welded STOPPLE® Plus and THREAD-O-RING™ (TOR) fittings 

onto each end of the section to be isolated. This allowed 

for the mounting of the tapping and plugging equipment. 

Once the fittings were welded on, technicians mounted a 

sandwich valve onto each fitting and tapped into the pipeline 

through the valve with a tapping machine. They withdrew 

the cutter after each tap, closed the valve and removed 

the tapping machine. They then mounted the STOPPLE® 

plugging machine and reopened the valve, allowing them to 

lower the plugging head through the valve into the sealing 

position. First-time sealing success enabled repair work to 

begin without delay. The isolation remained in place for 3 

days while repairs were made to the affected section. The 

operator restarted flow 12 days after activating the EROR 

agreement. 

TDW used their expertise and equipment to develop an 

efficient, precise and safe solution that fit this operator’s 

time-sensitive needs. The speed with which the isolation 

was carried out limited total downtime so that the operator 

could reinstate service as quickly as possible. Specially 

trained HT&P personnel and specialized equipment arrived at 

the leak location within 3 days, ready to work. TDW created 

a safe isolation for pipeline repairs that facilitated the 

restoration of the line to full service—within approximately 2 

weeks of discovery.

This EROR agreement reduced the consequences of 

pipeline failure for the operator by ensuring TDW maintained 

a constant state of readiness on their behalf. If a leak or 

significant issue occurred within a critical piping system, 

specific people and technology were prepared for immediate 

response with an HT&P solution.  

In this case, the operator owned a full suite of TDW 

HT&P technology. All equipment was maintained and 

stored in Tulsa, Oklahoma, at TDW facilities. Because of 

the location of the leak, the operator requested that TDW 

mobilize their equipment from Tulsa to perform a double 

STOPPLE® isolation. TDW STOPPLE® plugging technology 

represented one of the safest and most reliable solutions for 

isolating pressurized sections of pipe. 

Equipment Mobilization
TDW HT&P mechanics readied the operator’s 936 

tapping machine and 30-inch STOPPLE® plugging equipment, 

which quickly shipped out the next day. After all teams and 

equipment were on-scene, the operator made a last-minute 

precautionary request for additional backup equipment as a 

safeguard in the event of an equipment malfunction: a 1200 

series tapping machine and a power unit. These items were 

shipped overnight and arrived promptly the following day. FIGURE 1  A 1200 TAPPING MACHINE FOR A 30-INCH STOPPLE JOB
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